THE BISHOP’S CO-ED SCHOOL, UNDRI
UNDER THE SEA
REPORT ON THEME-BASED ACTIVITY FOR THE PRE-PRIMARY SECTION
“And God created great whales, and every living creature that
moveth, which the waters brought forth abundantly, after their
kind, and every winged fowl after his kind: and God saw that it was
good.” Genesis 1:21
The sea continues to be a source of great exploration and
enchantment for many.
With its charismatic (and sometimes elusive) wild life, stunning plant
life and even shipwrecks and under water statues, there are so many
wonders to be appreciated under the waves. However, there is no
need of being an experienced diver to sight these amazing creatures
from our oceans/seas – The preprimary section has gathered them
here for you!
The Pre-Primary class activity “UNDER THE SEA” was conducted on
26th August 27, 2022.
The celebration lasted for the entire week beginning from 22nd
August, which was a hustle and bustle in B1 with colourful and
vibrant activities done by the students pertaining to the theme
“Under the sea”.
The classrooms had an activity corner displaying all the art and craft
work related to the theme that escalated all the excitement and
brightened up the ambience. The display boards and the corridors
had a plethora of creative and colourful display adding to the
vivaciousness of the theme. The students were handed takeaways
and novelties for their active participation in making this activity a
vibrant one.

The highlight of the event was the dance performed by the students
of classes Nursery,Lower Kg and Upper Kg on the lively and robust
song “Baby Shark’ wearing wonderful shark headgears.
The activity concluded with all the students of the Pre- Primary
section performing to the beats of “Baby Shark” in the stilt area. The
entire atmosphere was embellished with a happy and joyous feeling.
This fun filled activity ended with immense satisfaction as we
watched all the students leave the campus with bright and happy
smiles.
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The most stunning sights from under the sea

“Every child is a different kind of flower, and altogether make this
world a beautiful garden.”

